Targeting strategies of liposomal subunit vaccine delivery systems to improve vaccine efficacy.
Liposomes are versatile delivery systems and immunological adjuvants that not only can load various antigens, such as proteins, peptides, nucleic acids and carbohydrates, but also can combine them with immunostimulators. Liposomes have great potential in the development of new types of vaccines, and much effort has been devoted to enhancing vaccine efficacy in recent years. Different types of immune cells such as macrophages and dendritic cells play an important role in the immune response and in preventing or treating cancer, allergy or many other infectious diseases. Targeting liposome-based delivery systems to certain immune cells and organs is one of the most effective measures in such treatments. Extensive research has shown that liposomes combined with immunostimulators or modified with pattern recognition receptor ligands can target various immune cells and the lymphatic system, thus not only inducing and promoting the desired immune response but also decreasing adverse effects throughout the body and avoiding targeting irrelevant cell types or tissues. Therefore, in this review, we outline some targeting strategies that can be adopted in the design of liposomal vaccines to improve vaccine efficacy, and we summarise the related liposome-based vaccine applications in several diseases. These applications have great potential to treat or prevent some infectious and intractable diseases.